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WORSHIP FOR SUNDAY 4th FEBRUARY 
9.30 am   Mornington R Mitchell 
10.00 am  Mosgiel M Hardy 
11.00 am  Glenaven R Mitchell 
11.30 am  St Kilda M Hardy 
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REMINDER to people travelling from Dunedin to Mosgiel 
for meetings or services that they need to be aware that 
roadworks are taking place over the next three months. 
The transport authorities are suggesting it might be 
necessary to allow a further 15-20 minutes for the 
journey. Not sure if this applies to Sundays but important that those 
leading the services who travel from Dunedin, not get caught out. 
 
MOSGIEL METHODIST WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP Tuesday 30th January, 
1:30 pm, in the hall. Please note as the first Tuesday in February is 
Waitangi Day.   We will launch our Special Project. 
 

STORY FROM THE MISSION 
 
Science Kids:  Whilst the new and 

exciting Science Centre at the museum is being developed the children 
have been doing some further exploring of the museum; looking at the 
birds and their habitats, the fossils of under-water creatures and the 
firm favourite the Egyptian mummy! 
 

The kids from Pine Hill had a fantastic time at school, the task for the 
session was to capture and identify insects and bugs, and examine 
them to see what identifying characteristics about each bug they could 
see.  
 

The kids were really involved and excited, some of them even hoping to 
capture a spider so they could show the others how brave they are!  
Overall a highly successful session, with one of the kids in particular 
who wanted to know all about entomology, saying that he’d love to 
become one in future! 
 

If you would like to support the Mission’s work with a donation, 
please visit www.givealittle.co.nz and search for The Methodist 
Mission. 
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